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SUMMARY

Following proposals by United Utilities for an underground chamber, associated kiosk
and various underground pipework at the Lower Wharf Street site beside the Ashton
Canal, (NGR SJ 9414 9879), the County Archaeologist for Greater Manchester
recommended the completion of historic research relating to the application area,
whilst an archaeological watching brief was to be undertaken during the groundworks.
Oxford Archaeology North (OA North) was commissioned by United Utilities to
undertake this work.

The study area lies within the Whitelands Basin, also known as Donkey Stone Wharf
(formerly Ashton Old Wharf), which was the eastern terminus of the Ashton Canal at
its junction with the Huddersfield Narrow Canal.

The documentary and cartographic research indicated that the potential existed for
buried remains of archaeological significance to survive in-situ within the
development area, and, although the area of Ashton Old Wharf was landscaped during
the 1980s, historic mapping (from 1848-1963) indicates that a structure existed on the
south side of Lower Wharf Street within the area of the proposed trench, control kiosk
and pipework. It was considered possible that the remains of this structure existed
below ground. Furthermore, there was the possibility that below surface remains exist
relating to the industrial processing that took place on the Old Wharf. These may be
pertinent to either Eli Whalley’s manufacture of donkey stones or earlier canal
warehouse buildings.

A blue plaque on Lower Wharf Street commemorates the use of the Old Wharf site
for the manufacture of donkey stones, by Eli Whalley in the 1890s, which became the
last firm in the country to mass-produce these items. A possible warehouse is shown
on Baines’ map of 1824 and the former Park Parade Warehouse, probably
contemporary withthe railway c 1845, was also situated within the study area.

The subsequent watching brief identified no archaeological remains within either the
excavation for the kiosk or the trenches for its associated service pipes, and only
modern made-ground was encountered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 CIRCUMSTANCES OF PROJECT

1.1.1 United Utilities proposed the construction of an underground chamber,
associated kiosk and various underground pipeworks at the Lower Wharf
Street site beside the Ashton Canal, Greater Manchester (NGR SJ 9414 9879).
Following recommendations made by the County Planning Archaeologist for
Greater Manchester, Oxford Archaeology North (OA North) were
commissioned to undertake historic research to establish, as far as possible, the
nature and significance of the archaeological resource within the study area and
further, to maintain an archaeological watching brief during groundworks.

1.2 LOCATION, TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY

1.2.1 The study area lies within the Whitelands Basin, also known as Donkey Stone
Wharf (formerly Ashton Old Wharf), which was the eastern terminus of the
Ashton Canal (Fig 1) at its junction with the Huddersfield Narrow Canal.

1.2.2 The site is located in Ashton-under-Lyne, in Tameside, Greater Manchester,
(NGR SJ 9414 9879; Fig 1) situated on the western fringes of the southern
Pennines. The town stands on the river Tame, at a convergence of canals and
railways, 10.4km east of the city centre of Manchester. The site comprises
rising-ground, on the north bank of the river; its environs are a low flat tract,
reclaimed from marshland, overlying rich strata of coal and sandstone.

1.2.3 The solid geology of Tameside is composed of Carboniferous rocks of two
types, Millstone Grits and Coal Measures, and permo-Triassic rocks
(Countryside Commission 1998). The Middle Coal Measures that characterise
central Tameside are found under Ashton-under-Lyne, Dunkinfield and Hyde.
These contain far less sandstone than the Lower Coal Measures, accounting
for their softer and more eroded nature, but their coal seams are thicker (op
cit).
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 PROJECT BRIEF

2.1.1 The County Archaeologist for Greater Manchester prepared a project brief for
the work (Appendix 1). These recommendations were adhered to in full, and
the work was consistent with the relevant standards and procedures of the
Institute of Field Archaeologists, and generally accepted best practice.

2.2 HISTORIC RESEARCH

2.2.1 The historic research was undertaken at Tameside Local Studies Library and
Portland Basin Museum, Ashton-under-Lyne. The following sources were
consulted.

2.2.2 Tameside Archives and Local Studies Library: was consulted to provide a
detailed map sequence centred on the area of Old Wharf, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Greater Manchester (NGR SJ 9414 9879). Additional primary and secondary
sources were consulted to provide further historical information on the Old
Wharf and donkey stone manufacturing site affected by the ground works and
to place the study area within a wider historical and archaeological context.

2.2.3 Portland Basin Museum: was visited in order to better understand the
manufacturing processes involved in the production of donkey stones through
the late nineteenth to twentieth centuries.

2.2.4 Oxford Archaeology North: OA North has an extensive archive of secondary
sources relevant to the study area, as well as numerous unpublished client
reports on work carried out both as OA North and in its former guise of
Lancaster University Archaeological Unit (LUAU). These were consulted
where necessary.

2.2.5 Site Visit: the site was visited during January 2008 in order to relate the
existing topography and land use to research findings, to assess evidence not
available through documentary sources, and to highlight the presence of any
areas of surface detail or archaeological interest.

2.3 WATCHING BRIEF

2.3.1 The programme of field observation was intended to record accurately the
location, extent, and character of any surviving archaeological features and/or
deposits within the proposed ground disturbance. This work comprised
observation during the excavation for these works, including building
foundations and service trenches, the systematic examination of any subsoil
horizons exposed during the course of the groundworks, and the accurate
recording of all archaeological features and horizons, and any artefacts,
identified during observation.
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2.3.2 In the event, no archaeological features were observed during this phase of
work and, as such, a brief description, plans and sketch sections, as well as a
photographic record, were sufficient to record the site.

2.4 ARCHIVE

2.4.1 A full professional archive has been compiled and in accordance with current
IFA and English Heritage guidelines (English Heritage 1991). The paper and
digital archive will be deposited in the Tameside Archives and Local Studies
Centre on completion of the project.
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3. BACKGROUND

3.1 HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

3.1.1 The background has been compiled largely from secondary sources, and is
intended to provide an historical and archaeological background of Ashton-
under-Lyne in general, and the Old Wharf area in particular. The study area
sits at the heart of an industrial landscape, which developed from the late
eighteenth century adjacent to the Ashton Canal and south of the original
market town.

3.1.2 Ashton-under-Lyne: Ashton’s origin was as a medieval market town of some
local importance (Burke and Nevell 1996, 51). It was, unusually, a single-
township parish (Kenyon 1991, 23). Landscape and documentary research
have confirmed that from the period 1348 to 1642 the area was dominated by
remains of isolated farms and the homes of owners of manors (Nevell 2003,
19). In the case of Tameside, one building, Ashton Old Hall was the seat of the
de Asshetons, the medieval lords of the extensive manor of Ashton, and from
1515 was a minor residence of their successors to the lordship, the Booths.
The hall was situated immediately to the north of the study area and to the
south of St Michael’s Parish Church, constructed in the fifteenth century and
reconstructed in the nineteenth century (Plate 1). The remains of the hall were
gradually taken down from the late eighteenth century onwards, with the final
demolition in 1893 (Nevell and Walker 1998).

Plate 1: Ashton Old Hall from Lower Wharf Street
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3.1.3 In the early fifteenth century, when the town was granted its market charter,
Ashton had a population of approximately 150, and by the mid-seventeenth
century this number had grown to about 550 (Nevell 1991, 99-100). In 1775,
the population of Ashton had reached 2859 (Aikin 1795, 228). An Ashton
estate plan of 1765 shows the town in a pictorial style (reproduced in Bowman
1960, 630). Over 100 buildings are depicted and many of these appear to have
been timber-framed structures of two or three-storeys. The hearth tax returns
for the mid-seventeenth century indicate a number of large houses within the
town; fifteen properties with three or more hearths are recorded in 1666
(Burke and Nevell 1996, 51).

3.1.4 Although Ashton-under-Lyne is best known as one of the most important
Lancashire cotton towns of the nineteenth century, its urban history is
particularly noteworthy for the extensive remains which survive of a Georgian
and Regency planned town (Nevell 1993, 146). In the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries the Earl of Stamford was responsible for the development
of a Georgian planned town on the western edge of the medieval core of
Ashton. This was built in two main phases, from 1787-1803 and during the
1820s (Nevell and Walker 1998, 52). The first phase was based around
Stamford Street. This street, with its Georgian Circus, acted as the axis for the
new development and included a mixture of middle-class three-storey town
houses and working-class two-storey dwellings, as well as shops and
workshops. Despite both phases of Georgian buildings being engulfed by
industrial development by the mid-nineteenth century, much has remained
intact (ibid).

3.1.5 The Canal System: by the late eighteenth century, an increase in production,
population, and demand for manufactured goods associated with the Industrial
Revolution necessitated improved transportation links across the region. The
success of the Bridgewater Canal, which was opened in the 1760s and built by
James Brindley for Francis, 3rd Duke of Bridgewater, had fired the
imagination of the wealthy land-owners of Lancashire and what is now
Greater Manchester (Hadfield and Biddle 1970). The industrialists of Ashton-
under-Lyne soon realised the potential of the canals in terms of reduced costs
and improved transportation of goods. During the subsequent boom in canal
building, during the 1790s, three narrow-boat canals were proposed and
constructed across Tameside; The Ashton Canal (1792-7), The Huddersfield
Canal (1794-1811) and The Peak Forest Canal (1794-1804). Since all three
shared many of the same promoters, shareholders, committee men and
engineers, and even used the same solicitors, the Worthington’s (of
Altrincham), these canals can be seen as creating one system which provided a
through route for canal trade from Liverpool to Hull. Ashton formed a key
focus for the three schemes being an important coal mining centre in this part
of the Lancashire Coalfield (Nevell and Walker 2001, 47). The Huddersfield
Canal and the Ashton Canal converged immediately to the south of the study
area at Ashton Old Wharf, and the Peak Forest Canal, and Ashton Canal
converged at Ashton New Wharf now Portland Basin, 0.7km to the south-
west.
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3.1.6 The Ashton Canal was the first to be built, with construction taking place in
the years 1792-7. The backers of the canal included the Earl of Stamford, other
local landowners and a group of colliery owners from the Ashton, Denton, and
Oldham areas (Keaveney and Brown 1974). The intended course was to run
for seven miles, from a junction with the proposed Rochdale Canal at Ducie
Street in the centre of Manchester, to Ashton, where it would join the proposed
Peak Forest Canal at Portland Basin, 0.7km to the south-west of the study area
(Owen 1977). The route took the canal along the northern bank of the River
Tame, between the river and the town. At this time there was only one wharf,
the ‘Old Wharf’, which was bounded to the north by Lower Wharf Street, to
the east by Whitelands and to the south by the Ashton Canal itself (Keaveney
and Brown 1974).

3.1.7 Ashton then enjoyed a period of expansion to cope with the demands of an
increasing population. Direct links with other canals were planned from the
very beginning; the Peak Forest Canal would give access to the limestone
quarries in Derbyshire, whilst the Huddersfield Narrow Canal would provide
links with Yorkshire and the woollen districts although these links were slow
in appearing (Nevell and Walker 2001, 48). It was not until 1804 that the
opening of the Peak Forest Canal through the Marple lock flight gave the
Ashton Canal links with the Peak District and the Huddersfield Narrow Canal
was not completed until 1811 (op cit). The Rochdale Canal gave access to
Yorkshire in 1804/5.

3.1.8 Wharf development: Ashton Old Wharf, also known as Donkey Stone Wharf
or Whitelands Basin, was the original wharf at the junction of the Ashton and
Huddersfield Canals (Fig 3). The site of the wharf is visible, although the area
has been landscaped, and the Ashton Canal is still in use. To the east of the
wharf are the remains of an arm from the Huddersfield Canal leading to a
warehouse, Whitelands tunnel (137m long), and Whiteland locks. To the west
of the wharf is the site of Park Parade Station on the Sheffield, Ashton-under-
Lyne, and Manchester Railway from Guide Bridge to Stalybridge, opened in
1845 (Ashmore 1982, 77).

3.1.9 As industry expanded, new coal mines were opened up and the canal proved a
cheap and efficient way of moving raw materials and manufactured goods in
and out of Ashton, including coal transported from Hurst and Dunkinfield. The
canal also offered mill owners a constant supply of water and coal for steam
condensing purposes, which increasingly provided the power in the mills. The
Ashton area abounded in cotton mills and numerous mills, a brewery, several
coal wharves, and lime wharves which occupied all suitable canal-side land
(Ashmore 1982). During the mill-building boom of the 1820s it became the
focus for a string of new steam-powered cotton spinning mills (Nevell 1993,
119). The canal was also an efficient transport link to Manchester and, in
particular, of raw cotton into the town and finished goods out.

3.1.10 Despite financial difficulties during its first decade, tonnage and profits on the
canal expanded continually throughout the first third of the nineteenth century
reaching a peak in 1838 (Owen 1977; Table 2). This steady expansion
necessitated the building of a new warehouse at Ashton New Wharf, now the
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Portland Basin, built in 1834, 0.7km to the south-west of the study area
(Nevell and Walker 2001, 49).

3.1.11 As an archaeological monument type the canal warehouse was a product of the
Industrial Period and was one of a number of industrial warehouse types that
developed from 1760 onwards (Nevell and Walker 2001, 22). In its most
developed form the canal warehouse was an innovative structure combining
multi-storeys, split-level loading, terracing, internal water-filled canal arms
and a hoist system run by waterpower. This unique form was developed in
North West England during the 1760s and 1770s (op cit). The wharf buildings
to the south of Lower Wharf Street and within the study area, may have been
designed and built by David Bellhouse and Company, who also built the
Liverpool Road railway house in 1832-4, the Ducie Street Manchester
terminus in 1798 and the Heaton Norris Stockport terminus in 1799 (Nevell
and Walker 2001, 14). The Portland Basin Warehouse (Ashton Canal
Warehouse), was also constructed by David Bellhouse and Company for the
Ashton Canal Company in the 1832-4. This was situated further west along the
canal at the junction with the Peak Forest Canal and was the last, largest, and
most expensive of all the warehouses built by the Ashton Canal Company, and
is the only one still standing in anything like its original form (Nevell and
Walker 2001, 14).

3.1.12 In addition to the warehouses of three canal companies, local merchants had
their own wharf facilities and each wharf had its own “wharfinger” (the keeper
or owner of a wharf who takes custody of, and is responsible for, goods
delivered to the wharf). Ashton Old Wharf, contemporary with construction of
the AShton Canal, formed the hub of the canal trade during the early
nineteenth century with coal, limestone and cotton goods passing through
(Nevell 1993, 119).

3.1.13 Donkey Stone Manufacturing: during the 1890s the Old Wharf at Ashton
became known as Donkey Stone Wharf, housing Eli Whalley’s donkey stones
works. This was just one of a dozen firms manufacturing donkey stones in the
area at this time. A blue plaque now commemorates the use of the site for this
purpose (Plate 8). It is possible that an entry in Slater’s Directory of 1888
refers to the same Eli Whalley before he became a manufacturer of donkey
stones; he is described as a blacksmith and wheelwright, of England Street,
which is situated in close proximity to the Ashton Wharf.

3.1.14 Donkey stones are scouring stones, named after the trademark of one of the
earliest manufacturing firms, Reads of Manchester used in textile mills to
clean greasy steps, and give them a non-slip finish. However the stones also
became popular with housewives who used them to give doorsteps a
decorative finish. Quite often the stones would be given out in exchange for
old clothes or scrap metal, by rag totters, or rag and bone men.
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Plate 2: Advertisement of Edward Read and Son of Manchester

3.1.15 Originally, the stones were used to provide a non-slip surface in the textile
mills of Lancashire and Yorkshire, where the workers’ clogs could easily slip
on spills of oil from machinery (Haynes 1987). From this, they went on to be
used to form the front step in domestic dwellings and they could also be used
to treat the door surround, the window sill, and the pavement in front of the
house. The private customer, usually the housewife, obtained her stones from
the rag and bone man in exchange for old rags. Such stones were also
available for sale in local markets and some hardware shops. Donkey stones
were manufactured in three colours; brown, cream and white. The basic
material, a type of sandstone from Northampton, called ‘cotta stone’ produced
the brown colour, while the white stone came from Appley Bridge, a quarry
near Wigan. The cream was a combination of the two (Ashmore 1974).

3.1.16 Eli Whalley’s works was well sited on the old wharf of the Ashton canal,
where stone and salt could be delivered by water. The large chunks of stone
were crushed in a stone crusher (Plate 3) then mixed in a large pan with water,
cement and bleach (www.tameside.gov.uk).

Plate 3: Stone crusher from Eli Whalley’s manufacturing firm,
Portland Basin Museum

3.1.17 One hundred weight of stone with cement, bleach and water, produced four
gross of stones (ibid). The smooth paste was quickly transferred to a work
bench before it started to set, formed into a block with wooden boards, and cut
to form two and a half dozen stones (Plate 4).
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Plate 4: Donkey stone block and wooden board, Portland
Basin museum

3.1.18 Finally, the “lion brand” mould board was impressed (Plate 5), and the stones
transferred to a rack to dry. The lion was the trademark of Eli Whalley and
was taken from a photograph of a live specimen in Belle Vue Zoo
(www.tameside.gov.uk).

Plate 5: ‘Lion stamp’ used by Eli Whalley’s Donkey
Stone Manufacturers

3.1.19 A Mr Gilbert Garside entered into partnership with Eli Whalley and eventually
took over the business in the 1930s, joined later by his son Harry. The
company reached its peak during the 1930s when it was producing around 2.5
million donkey stones every year. In 1949 the company applied for
membership of the Scouring Stone Manufacturers Association, a body which
tried to maintain price levels and control the supply of stone from
Northampton, but by 1973 production had shrunk to about 720,000 stones a
year. The company still outlived all other manufacturers to become the
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worlds’ last donkey stone manufacturer, remaining in business until 1979
(www.tameside.gov.uk).

Plate 6: Equipment at Eli Whalley’s Donkey Stone
Manufacturers in the 1960s

3.1.20 Eli Whalley’s works was not the only firm manufacturing within the study
area. “Pony Brand” donkey stones were manufactured by a company trading
as J Meakin and Sons on Lower Wharf Street (Plate 7). The company
manufactured the stones using the raw materials, such as sandstone and
cement, shipped in by canal barge to Donkey Stone Wharf in Ashton-under-
Lyne (Ashmore 1974).

Plate 7: Site of J Meakin and Sons donkey stone manufacturers on
Lower Wharf Street

3.1.21 The area has since been landscaped and the only extant building surviving on
the site is a bothy which has a blue plaque commemorating the donkey stone
manufacturers (Plate 8).
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Plate 8: Bothy, Eli Whalley’s Donkey Stone Manufacturers on
Lower Wharf Street

3.2 MAP REGRESSION ANALYSIS

3.2.1 Several cartographic sources were consulted in order to trace the historic
development of the study area.

3.2.2 Baines’ Map of Ashton-under-Line 1824: this detailed survey of the centre of
Ashton-under-Lyne specifically refers to the ‘Wharf’ and two rectangular
buildings are shown perpendicular to the Ashton Canal, shown with a slight
basin at the Wharf one of which is possibly the original warehouse. Ashton
Old Hall, with a large orchard and St Michaels Church are also shown to the
north. There are no other buildings marked along the northern bank of the
canal although four are present on the Dunkinfield side to the south. The large
works to the south of the River Tame is a large textile works, later known as
Bridge Street Mills. The area to the south of the Staley Bridge Road, on later
maps Whitelands, is undeveloped. The Whitelands ‘Tunnel’ is marked to the
south-east of the ‘Wharf’.
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Plate 9: Extract from Baines’ Map of Ashton Under Line, Lancashire, 1824

3.2.3 Ordnance Survey map of 1848 (6” to 1 mile: Fig 3): two additional buildings
along the northern boundary of the wharf, aligned east/west are shown on this
map. The larger building is a marked as ‘Goods Warehouse’ and is adjacent to
Ashton Station, the most obvious change to the study area being the
construction of the Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire railway opened in
1845. The warehouse was a rail, road and canal interchange. The rectangular
buildings adjacent to Whitelands are shown and the open area to the east was
being used for sand extraction. In the wider locality the ‘Old Hall’ is still a
standing building, and although there has been no significant development
along Lower Wharf Street, the complex of buildings on the south bank of the
canal had expanded, and later maps include cotton mills and an iron works in
this area. To the south-east of the ‘Wharf’ is an arm of the Huddersfield Canal
to a warehouse adjacent to ‘Locks No 1’ of the Huddersfield Canal.

3.2.4 Ordnance Survey map of 1852 (5 feet to 1 mile; Fig 4): the scale of this map
produced a more detailed representation of the area. Ashton Station is shown
at the end of Lower Wharf Street, with a branch terminating in the large
Warehouse. The study area is marked as ‘Ashton Old Wharf’ on the
‘Manchester, Ashton under Lyne, Oldham and Stockport Canal’. The canal
arm to Lower Wharf Street is divided and there are two rectangular buildings
aligned east/west alongside Lower Wharf Street. Part of the current
development proposals fall within the footprint of one of these buildings. A
small square building has been constructed at the entrance to the wharf and
two weighing machines are also shown, one alongside the buildings on the
Whitelands side of the wharf and one near the square building adjacent to the
wharf entrance. The canal bridge is marked and the ‘Canal Warehouse’ on the
Huddersfield Canal is also shown. The sandpit to the east of Whitelands is still
marked as such. The complex of buildings to the south of the canal previously
described as a cotton mill is now marked as Bridge End Ironworks.
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3.2.5 Ordnance Survey map of 1874 (25” to 1 mile; Fig 5): although there has been
no significant development along Lower Wharf Street, there have been some
changes within the wharf including the construction of three minor building
extensions added to the premises on the Whitelands side of the wharf. Two
cranes are shown and a bridge has been constructed over the canal from the
‘Warehouse’ to a Corn Mill between the south bank of the canal and the river
Tame. The corn mill is adjacent to a cotton mill and Bridge End. The ‘Coach
and Horses Inn’ is marked on Whitelands and the open area to the east and
south-east is still used for sand extraction. On the Huddersfield Canal, a crane
is also annotated at the warehouse and a ‘Tannery’ is shown on the south bank
of the canal, possibly with associated pits. In the wider area, Ashton Old Hall
is still extant and to the south of the river Tame, the large complex of
buildings is shown as ‘Bridge Bye Mills (Cotton) and ‘Dunkinfield New Mill
(Cotton)’.

3.2.6 Ordnance Survey map of 1894 (25” to 1 mile; Fig 6): several smaller
buildings are shown along the south side of Lower Wharf Street. The station is
annotated as ‘Park Parade Station’. The large ‘Warehouse’ extends as far as
the canal arm, which would have implications for the internal layout of the
building, as goods could be lifted at the eastern end directly from the canal.
The cranes are no longer marked within the wharf and the rectangular
buildings alongside Whitelands have been divided into smaller units, with
several small additions. The warehouse on the arm of the Huddersfield canal is
marked as a ‘Canal Warehouse’. A ‘Goods Yard’ and ‘Coal Depot’ are
marked to the west of the ‘Old Hall’ and a complex of buildings around the
Coach and Horses Inn has expanded across to Whitelands Road. The
‘Tannery’ noted above is marked as ‘Whitelands Leather Works’ and to the
east the open area has become a ‘Brick Yard’, with drying house, kiln and
reservoir. On the south bank of the Ashton Canal, opposite Ashton Old Wharf,
the ‘Corn Mill and ‘Bridge End Iron Works’ are shown an, in the wider area,
the large complex of industrial buildings to the south of the river Tame now
includes a ‘Soap and Chemical Works’, and a ‘Hat Manufactury’

3.2.7 DDS/870 1900 Trustees of Lord Stamford and Great Central Railway, Land
at Ashton-under-Lyne (50 feet to 1 inch): this plan shows the large
warehouse of 3467 square yards. The canal arm is not divided on this plan and
the smaller buildings along Lower Wharf Street are not shown. A small,
square building at the entrance to the Wharf is shown, as are the two
rectangular buildings alongside Whitelands, near the canal bridge. These are
shown as single buildings (Plate 10) rather than the divided units on the 1894
map below.
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Plate 10: Extract of plan of land at Ashton under Lyne, 1900

3.2.8 Goads’ Manchester Carriers Warehouse District plans, Sheet 217, Ashton-
under-Lyne, 1900: copyright restrictions prevent reproduction of this plan in
the report. However, this is a very detailed plan of the ‘Park Parade
Warehouse’ at Ashton Old Wharf. The warehouse was a four-storey building
used for storage of flour, cotton and malt with a flagged floor and a slated roof
on battens with king post trusses 18” apart. Each floor had an iron landing and
stairs and the ground floor had four hoist openings. The building was attached
from the top floor to a flour mill on the south bank of the canal. Tracks from
the railway ran through the warehouse for loading/unloading of goods. The
warehouse is shown adjacent to a Coal Yard and Goods Yard full of tracks on
the north side of Lower Wharf Street. To the west of the warehouse, across the
railway, an ‘Oil, Tallow and Grease factory’ and a ‘Lime Yard’ are shown

3.2.9 Ordnance Survey map of 1909 (25” to 1 mile): four smaller buildings in the
northern part of the wharf are all shown, as is the bothy (Plate 11). Again, the
long rectangular buildings along the Whitelands side of the wharf are
subdivided into smaller units. The cranes are not marked on this map and the
most obvious change in the wider locality is that Ashton Old Hall has been
demolished and a tramway is shown running along Whitelands.
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Plate 11: Extract of Ordnance Survey 25” map, 1909

3.2.10 Ordnance Survey map of 1922 (25” to 1 mile): buildings had been
constructed in the centre of the Ashton Old Wharf and it is likely ‘c’ still
marks the site of a crane (Plate 12).

Plate 12: Extract of Ordnance Survey 25” map, 1922

3.2.11 Ordnance Survey map of 1932 (25” to 1 mile): the 1930s marked the height
of the donkey stone business and the activity within the wharf is represented
on this map (Plate 13). Two small buildings have been constructed between
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Park Parade Warehouse and the canal arm, and the buildings within the central
area of the wharf have both expanded and been divided. Buildings have been
constructed along the south side of Lower Wharf Street, infilling between the
earlier structures.

Plate 13: Extract of Ordnance Survey 25” map, 1932

3.2.12 Ordnance Survey map of 1963 (1: 1250; Fig 7): this detailed map gives a
clear indication of changes within the wharf. ‘Ashton Old Wharf’ basin
appears to be infilled and is annotated by the Ordnance survey symbol for
reeds. There are a total of thirteen roofed buildings within the wharf, although
Park Parade warehouse is marked as a ‘Ruin’, and the canal arm also appears
to have been blocked. The buildings alongside the Whitelands side of the
wharf remain subdivided and the buildings in the centre of the wharf are little
changed. The bothy is extant at the entrance to the wharf from Lower Wharf
Street. In the wider area, the Huddersfield Canal warehouse has been
demolished. The tramway running along Whitelands is no longer shown and
there are no buildings on the north side of Lower Wharf Street between the
wharf and the railway. Across the canal, the buildings, which had once been a
corn mill and cotton mills are marked as a ‘Slaughter House’ and ‘Works’, as
is the former leather works. The large complex of mill buildings to the south
of the river Tame, is much diminished in scale.

3.2.13 Current Ordnance Survey mapping (Fig 8): shows some significant changes
within the wharf. The canal arms and basin are no longer blocked. The bothy
and a single structure on the south side of Lower Wharf Street are shown. In
the wider area, on the south bank of the canal, the building, which had been
the iron works, is linked to a large slaughter house occupying the site of the
former Bridge Bye and Dunkinfield Mill complex. To the south-east of the
study area on the site of the former brick yard there is a large depot and to the
north of the study area on the site of the ‘Old Hall’ is an office block
(www.promap.co.uk).
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3.3 SITE VISIT

3.3.1 The site was visited in January 2008 and confirmed that the proposed
development area has been landscaped (Plate 14), although slightly unkempt
and overgrown. There is a cobbled area on the site of the former buildings in
the centre of the wharf with a series of sculptures and stone seating. At the
north-eastern corner of the site there is a rectangular building believed to be a
bothy connected to Eli Whalley’s Donkey Stone Manufacturers (Plate 7). This
building is situated to the north of two extant red brick entrance pillars (Plate
14) with a short section of red brick wall running south from the bothy along
the eastern boundary of the site to the easternmost red brick pillar. The
building formerly used by J Meakin and Sons to manufacture donkey stones
on Lower Wharf Street still stands. The remaining eastern and the northern
boundaries are hedged. The Ashton Canal forms the southern boundary of the
study area. The canal and the canal arm have been refilled and are still in use
(Plate 14).

Plate 14: Ashton Old Wharf from the south bank of the Ashton Canal looking
towards St Michael’s Church
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3.3.2 The large building on the south bank of the canal (formerly the site of an iron
works, corn mill and mill) appears to be of recent construction (Plate 15).

Plate 15: Ashton Old Wharf from centre of study area looking south across
Ashton Canal
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4. WATCHING BRIEF

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 Due to the rich historical and industrial archaeological background of the area
a watching brief was maintained during the groundworks. These works
comprised the excavation of an underground chamber, associated kiosk and
various service trenches (Fig 2). Natural geological deposits were reached in
various places across the site, at depths varying between 1m and 2m below the
modern ground surface.

4.2 RESULTS

4.2.1 The excavation of the underground chamber and associated kiosk revealed no
archaeological deposits relating to the manufacture of donkey stones or,
indeed, any archaeological remains. Immediately beneath the tarmac was a
deposit of grey silt 0.5m thick, below which was dark black silt 0.15m –
0.30m thick followed by a layer of pebbles up to 0.20m thick. Below the
pebble deposit was a varied silt deposit and stony yellow layer. Natural orange
clay was reached at a depth of 1m beneath the road surface.

4.2.2 The construction of the service sewer associated with this development was
monitored and identified an accumulation of made ground. This collection of
re-deposited topsoil, concrete and brick fragments contained no archaeological
features and is likely to relate to the construction of Lower Wharf Street or
possibly the installation of a previous water main. The same natural clay
deposit, which was exposed during the excavation of the underground
chamber and kiosk, was reached at a depth of 2m beneath the base of the
tarmac. No archaeological features were recorded.

4.3 FINDS

4.3.1 The watching brief recovered no archaeological artefacts to assist in the
interpretation of the site.
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5.1.1 Historic cartographic sources indicate that a structure existed alongside Lower
Wharf Street within the area of the proposed works from 1848 onwards. Both
the proposed trench and the control kiosk are situated within the footprint of
the building. It is possible that remains of this structure still exist below
ground. There is also a possibility that below ground remains exist relating to
the industrial processing that took place on the Old Wharf; these may be
pertinent to either Eli Whalley’s or J Meakin and Sons manufacture of donkey
stones, or earlier canal warehouse buildings, although buildings on the site of
the former Park Parade Warehouse and to the west the former corn mill to the
south-west are of more recent construction. Due to the rich historical and
industrial archaeological background of the area and the possibility of
encountering unknown sites a watching brief was required to monitor the
effects of the groundworks.

5.2 CONCLUSIONS

5.2.1 Unfortunately, the area of Ashton Old Wharf was landscaped during the
1980s, which seems to have affected the potential survival of any remains.
Although areas of made ground were encountered during the excavation of
service trenches associated with the development, the watching brief identified
no archaeological remains. However, the watching brief was undertaken
within a very limited and confined area, and so the possibility of remains
existing within the general area should not be ruled out.

Plate 16: Ashton Old Wharf and the site of the former Park Parade
Warehouse looking west along the Ashton Canal towards Portland Basin
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APPENDIX 1: PROJECT BRIEF

BRIEF FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL WATCHING BRIEF FOR UNITED
UTILITIES GROUND WORKS AT LOWER WHARF STREET, ASHTON-U-
LYNE

Background

United Utilities are to create an underground chamber, associated control
kiosk and various underground pipework at the Old Wharf site beside the
Ashton Canal, at SJ 9414 9879.

Adjacent to the development site is a blue plaque commemorating the site’s
use as manufacturers of donkey stones. Donkey Stone Wharf was founded
by Edi Whalley in the 1890s and was the last in the country to mass produce
donkey stones. Stone and salt were delivered via the canal, the stones were
then crushed in a stone crusher then mixed in a pan with cement, bleach and
water. The pan was ten foot in diameter and contained two circular stones.
The resulting smooth paste was transferred to the work bench before setting
and formed into a block with wooden boards and cut to form two and a half
dozen stones. These stones were in several colours and used for non-slip
surfaces on mill stairs and front doorsteps.

Historic mapping (of c1848) indicates two structures existing beside the canal
prior to the donkey stone manufactury. These may be affected by
development ground works and there is also the possibility of remains relating
to industrial processing being revealed.

Archaeological Watching Brief

1) Prior to the watching brief taking place the contracting archaeologist will
undertake a day’s historic research at Tameside Local Studies Library and
Portland Basin Museum, Ashton-u-Lyne, to prepare a detailed historic map
sequence and further historical information on the Old Wharf and donkey
stone manufacturing site affected by the ground works.

2) The archaeologist will attend site during excavation works and will make a
brief written, photographic and sketch record of any archaeological features
or finds of interest that are encountered. It may be necessary to ask the site
contractor for extra time to properly clean up and record significant features
and it is important that the site supervisor is made aware of this possibility.

3) The results of the archaeological recording will be presented in report form.

The report will include:

� Non-technical summary
� Brief historical and archaeological background
� Reasons for the watching brief
� Methodology
� Results, illustrated as appropriate by drawings and photographs
� Discussion of significance of the results putting the archaeology in its
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local and regional context
� List of Archive
� Appendix copy of project design/curator’s brief

4) Copies of the report will be provided to interested parties including the
client, United Utilities, GMAU (to put on the SMR), Tameside Planning
Authority, Tameside Local Studies Library and Museum.

5) An ordered and fully catalogued archive will be produced and deposited
with an appropriate museum.

6) Costings should be supplied on a day rate. Allowance should be made for
post excavation work to prepare the report and archive. There should be one
day’s post excavation for every two days on site.

Other considerations

i) The practical requirements of the archaeological work including access
arrangements should be discussed in advance with the client. It is important
that the archaeologist maintain close contact with the site supervisor to
arrange the most appropriate times to visit the site.

ii) The archaeological contractor will abide by the Institute of Field
Archaeologists Bye-Laws of Approved Practice.

iii) Contractors shall comply with the requirements of all relevant Health and
Safety legislation.

iv) GMAU will monitor the implementation of the watching brief.  The
archaeological contractor will report regularly to GMAU on progress.

Norman Redhead

County Archaeologist

GMAU – 7/12/07


